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Hi I am new here. Is any one Duplicate full movie Shahrukh Khan?. 1080p Hindi Tamil Full Movies https.1. Field of the Invention The present
invention relates to an electric power steering system, and more particularly to a torque sensing apparatus of an electric power steering system for
sensing a steering torque to be applied to a steering wheel and generating an assist control amount. 2. Description of the Related Art A
conventional electric power steering system comprises a torque sensing apparatus for sensing a steering torque to be applied to a steering wheel
and generating an assist control amount based on the sensed steering torque. The torque sensing apparatus comprises a torque sensor for
detecting a load variation of a motor generated based on the steering torque applied to the steering wheel, and generating a sense voltage in
response to the load variation. The torque sensing apparatus also comprises a control apparatus for converting the sense voltage into a voltage
signal corresponding to an assist control amount. The assist control amount is applied to a motor driving circuit. The assist control amount is
detected based on a variation of voltage or current between the motor and an assist motor. FIG. 5 is a graph showing a torque-sensing
characteristic of the conventional torque sensing apparatus in which a variation of the motor voltage or current is converted into an assist control
amount. In a graph of FIG. 5, the variation in the motor current is converted into the assist control amount, when the motor current becomes about
zero and the assist motor stops. When the assist motor is driven, the assist control amount is gradually increased. When the assist motor is kept
stopped for a predetermined time (hereinafter, referred to as a "rest state"), the assist control amount gradually decreases. The variation of the
assist control amount is gradually increased when the assist motor is driven and is gradually decreased when the assist motor is kept stopped. In
the conventional electric power steering system, the assist control amount is gradually increased when the steering torque is applied and is
gradually decreased when the steering torque is removed from the steering wheel. When the steering torque is removed from the steering wheel,
the assist control amount becomes constant. The conventional torque sensing apparatus has a difficulty in accurately sensing the steering torque
applied to the steering wheel for generating the assist control amount when the steering wheel is applied and the steering torque is removed from
the steering wheel.Q: Tinymceで imgur.com リンクでツイートをするとエラーが出る リンクインする
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